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Description
Background
1. Technological Field
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[0001] The present invention relates to an image data
processing method, an image data processing apparatus
and an inkjet recording apparatus.
10

2. Description of the Related Art
[0002] There is an inkjet recording apparatus which
discharges ink onto a medium from a nozzle and which
records a two-dimensional image or structure on the medium. The image data as the target of recording using
the inkjet recording apparatus is converted to driving data
defining whether the ink is discharged from the nozzle
and the discharged amount, and the driving data is supplied to the driver of each nozzle.
[0003] In the driving data, the image is defined in the
unit of dots, and there is a problem that the outline of the
image may be unclear according to the image density/tone characteristics, image data conversion characteristics, resolution and accuracy of nozzle alignment,
and the like. Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open
Publication No. 2015-198283 describes a technique
which suppresses reduction of the image quality when
an image is recorded. When converting to dot image data
with a plurality of tones, the setting of the ink discharge
amount is switched to a suitable amount according to the
characteristics in the image, that is, the thin line portion,
edge portion of characters and density/tone.
[0004] However, the boundary may be uneven due to
shift in the positions among the nozzles which discharge
different ink when the image is recorded using a plurality
of types of ink with different colors. Such unevenness in
boundaries can be easily found by sight, and this leads
to decrease in the image quality. Enhancing the accuracy
of positioning the nozzle leads to increase in the burden
and costs
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each component in a different color and which generates
halftone image data in which whether there is an ink discharge setting is defined in each dot position; and a second processing step which generates ink discharge setting data in which a movement process is performed on
the halftone image data generated for each color component, the movement process being a process in which
the ink discharge setting in at least some of an ink discharge setting position is dispersed and moved to a surrounding dot position.
[0007] According to another aspect of the present invention, an image data processing apparatus includes:
a controller (40) which performs a data process for original image data as a target to be recorded by a plurality
of recording operating units (20) which discharge ink in
different colors, wherein, the controller performs a half
tone process on the original image data for each component in a different color to generate halftone image
data for each color, the halftone image data defining
whether there is an ink discharge setting for each dot
position, and the controller generates ink discharge setting data by performing a movement process on the halftone image data generated for each color, the movement
process being a process in which the ink discharge setting in at least some of an ink discharge setting position
is dispersed and moved.
[0008] According to another aspect of the present invention, an inkjet recording apparatus (100) includes: the
above-described image data processing apparatus; and
a plurality of recording operating units which discharge
a plurality of different colors of ink.
Brief Description of the Drawings
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Summary
[0005] The object of the present invention is to provide
an image data processing method, an image data
processing apparatus and an inkjet recording apparatus
to easily obtain image data in which decrease of image
quality of a recorded image can be easily suppressed.
[0006] To achieve at least one of the abovementioned
objects, according to an aspect of the present invention,
an image data processing method reflecting one aspect
of the present invention is described, the image data
processing method performed on original image data as
a target to be recorded by a plurality of recording operating units (20) which discharge ink in different colors,
the method including: a first processing step which performs a half tone process on the original image data for
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[0009] The advantages and features provided by one
or more embodiments of the invention will become more
fully understood from the detailed description given hereinbelow and the appended drawings which are given by
way of illustration only, and thus are not intended as a
definition of the limits of the present invention.
FIG. 1 is an entire perspective view of an inkjet recording apparatus.
FIG. 2A is a bottom view showing a surface facing
a conveying surface of a head unit in the inkjet recording apparatus.
FIG. 2B is an enlarged view of a bottom surface of
the head unit.
FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing a functional configuration of the inkjet recording apparatus.
FIG. 4 is a diagram showing a change in discharged
dot percentage with relation to tone shown in tone
dot corresponding information.
FIG. 5A is a diagram showing an example of an ink
discharge position when a thin line is recorded overlapping two colors of ink.
FIG. 5B is a diagram showing an example of an ink
discharge position when a thin line is recorded over-
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lapping two colors of ink.
FIG. 5C is a diagram showing an example of an ink
discharge position when a thin line is recorded overlapping two colors of ink.
FIG. 5D is a diagram showing an example of an ink
discharge position when a thin line is recorded overlapping two colors of ink.
FIG. 6A is a diagram describing a characteristic of a
dither matrix.
FIG. 6B is a diagram describing a characteristic of a
dispersion arrangement matrix.
FIG. 7A is a diagram describing a dispersion arrangement of an ink discharge setting position.
FIG. 7B is a diagram describing a dispersion arrangement of an ink discharge setting position.
FIG. 7C is a diagram describing a dispersion arrangement of an ink discharge setting position.
FIG. 8 is a flowchart showing a control process in a
driving image generating process.
FIG. 9 is a flowchart showing a control process in an
ink discharge setting movement process.
FIG. 10A is a diagram showing a modification of a
range setting table.
FIG. 10B is a diagram showing a modification of a
range setting table.
FIG. 10C is a diagram showing a modification of a
range setting table.
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Detailed Description of Embodiments
30

[0010] Embodiments of the present invention are described in detail with reference to the drawings. However,
the scope of the invention is not limited to the disclosed
embodiments.
[0011] FIG. 1 is an entire perspective view of an inkjet
recording apparatus 100 according to the present embodiment.
[0012] The inkjet recording apparatus 100 includes a
plurality of line heads and is able to record a color image
according to a single pass method by discharging ink in
a plurality of colors. The inkjet recording apparatus 100
includes a conveyor 10, an image recorder 20, an ink
storage 30, and a controller 40 (see FIG. 3).
[0013] The conveyor 10 includes a driving roller 11, a
conveying driver 12, and a conveying belt 14. The conveying driver 12 includes a rotating motor which rotates
the driving roller 11 at a predetermined speed. The endless conveying belt 14 is rolled with a following roller (not
shown) around the driving roller 11 and the conveying
belt 14 moves in a circle with the rotation of the driving
roller 11. The conveying belt 14 includes an outer side
surface as a conveying surface and a recording medium
is placed on the conveyor surface. The recording medium
is conveyed in the conveying direction with the circling
movement of the conveying belt 14. The recording medium is not limited but here, a long rolled fabric is sent
and conveyed continuously. The type of fabric is not limited but may include cotton, wool, polyester and the like.
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Various types of fabric can be used.
[0014] The length of the conveying belt 14 is determined according to a length of the image recorder 20 in
the conveying direction, and for example, may be a length
of a few meters or longer. While such conveying belt 14
circles, a vibration in a width direction, a very slight eccentricity of the driving roller 11 or a very slight unevenness in the tension of the conveying belt 14 may occur.
As a result, a change in the position of the conveying belt
14 (that is, the place recording medium) may occur in a
degree of about a few micrometers to a few tens of micrometers in the width direction with respect to the position of a nozzle opening 27a (see FIG. 2A).
[0015] The image recorder 20 includes a carriage 22
and a carriage raising/lowering unit 23. A combination of
the carriage 22 and the carriage raising/lowering unit 23
is provided in a number (here, 8 pairs) according to the
number of colors of ink (plurality of colors). The carriage
22 is positioned on an extension in a direction intersecting
with the conveying direction of the recording medium
conveyed by the conveyor 10, here orthogonal to the
width direction. The carriage 22 is positioned above
(height direction) the conveying surface of the recording
medium conveyed by the conveyor 10. The carriage 22
includes a line-head structure in which a head unit 21
(see FIG. 2A) is fixed, and each head unit 21 is able to
discharge droplets of ink with colors different from each
other from the nozzle opening 27a (see FIG. 2) which is
provided throughout the entire width of the conveyed recording medium. The number of nozzles included in each
head unit 21 is suitably determined according to the recording resolution. The plurality of carriages 22 are provided in the conveying direction in positions different from
each other. The carriage 22 is provided so as to be able
to change the distance from above (farther direction, that
is, height direction) the conveying surface by the carriage
raising/lowering unit 23, and the distance from the conveying surface of the head unit 21 is also changed with
the movement of the carriage 22.
[0016] The carriage raising/lowering unit 23 changes
the distance from the conveying surface of the carriage
22. The carriage raising/lowering unit 23 includes a raising/lowering motor 232, an electromagnetic brake 233,
a beam material 234, and a supporting unit 235.
[0017] Two beam materials 234 are provided substantially parallel in a direction (here, orthogonal direction,
that is, width direction) intersecting with the conveying
direction of the upper portion of the conveying belt 14
(conveying surface side of the recording medium). The
supporting units 235 are fixed to both ends of the beam
materials 234. The raising/lowering motor 232, the electromagnetic brake 233, and the carriage 22 are attached
to the supporting unit 235.
[0018] The position of the carriage 22 is determined
by being raised and lowered according to the operation
by the raising/lowering motor 232 and electromagnetic
brake 233, both of which are driven based on the control
signal from the controller 40 (see FIG. 3).
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[0019] The raising/lowering motor 232 moves the carriage 22 at a predetermined raising/lowering speed. As
the raising/lowering motor 232, for example, a servomotor or a stepping motor is used.
[0020] The electromagnetic brake 233 maintains a
fixed state of the carriage 22. When the fixed state is
released according to the driving signal, the raising/lowering motor 232 is able to move the carriage 22 temporarily. That is, in a normal state including when the supply
of power is cut, the electromagnetic brake 233 fixes the
carriage 22. As the electromagnetic brake 233, for example, a disk brake is used.
[0021] The ink storage 30 stores ink in each color used
in recording the image and supplies the ink to the recording head 211. The ink storage 30 includes an ink tank 31
and a dedicated rack 32. The ink tank 31 is connected
to the image recorder 20 through a tube, etc. Although
not limited to the following example, the ink storage 30
includes ink tanks 31 in which various colors of ink for a
plurality of colors (here, 8 colors) including C (cyan), M
(magenta), Y (yellow), and K (black) are stored, and the
ink is supplied to recording heads 211 attached to separate carriages 22. The color and type of ink connected
and supplied to the recording head 211 can be exchanged.
[0022] FIG. 2A is a bottom view showing a surface facing the conveying surface of the head unit 21 in the inkjet
recording apparatus 100 according to the present embodiment. The structures of the plurality of head units 21
(eight recording operating units) which discharge ink in
various colors (eight colors) are the same, and here, one
head unit 21 is described.
[0023] Eight head modules 210 are arrayed in a zigzag arrangement on the bottom surface side of the head
unit 21 fixed to the carriage 22. Each head module 210
includes two recording heads 211. On the bottom surface
of each recording head 211, the nozzle openings 27a
(nozzle) are arrayed in a zig-zag arrangement in different
positions in the width direction so that the interval in the
width direction is twice the size of a predetermined nozzle
interval dp. The two recording heads 211 in each head
module 210 is positioned shifted from each other in the
amount of the nozzle interval dp in the width direction.
The plurality of nozzle openings 27a (nozzle) are positioned in different positions so that there is a nozzle interval dp in the width direction in the entire head module
210.
[0024] FIG. 2B shows an enlarged diagram of an array
of the nozzle openings 27a on the bottom surface. In a
nozzle positioning range which is the range in which the
nozzle openings 27a are arrayed in each head module
21, there is an overlapping portion Ba in the width direction between head modules 210 adjacent in the width
direction. That is, in such overlapping portion Ba, in the
same position in the width direction (dot position, actually
may include a slight shift in relative position), ink can be
discharged from one nozzle opening 27a each belonging
to either of two head modules 210. In the overlapping
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portions Ba, in each position in the width direction, allocation is performed to be able to discharge ink from either
one of the nozzle openings 27a.
[0025] Next, the functional configuration of the inkjet
recording apparatus 100 according to the present embodiment is described.
[0026] FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing a functional
configuration of the inkjet recording apparatus 100.
[0027] The inkjet recording apparatus 100 includes, in
addition to the above-described conveying driver 12 and
the image recorder 20, a controller 40, a storage 50, a
communication unit 60, a display 70, an operation receiving unit 80, and a bus 90.
[0028] The image recorder 20 includes a plurality of
nozzles 27, a head driver 25 which discharges ink from
the plurality of nozzles 27, and the carriage driver 24.
[0029] The carriage driver 24 outputs a driving signal
to the electromagnetic brake 233 and the raising/lowering
motor 232 according to the control signal from the controller 40. The carriage driver 24 moves the carriage to
the predetermined position by releasing the electromagnetic brake 233 and operating the raising/lowering motor
232 or fixes the carriage using the electromagnetic brake
233 while stopping the raising/lowering motor 232.
[0030] The head driver 25 operates the mechanism
which receives the supply of ink from the ink tank 31 and
applies pressure to the ink in the ink flow path which
passes the ink communicated with each nozzle 27. For
example, the head driver 25 generates and outputs a
driving voltage signal to a piezoelectric element which
deforms a wall of a pressure chamber provided in the ink
flow path. The head driver 25 selects a voltage waveform
pattern stored in advance based on the control signal
from the controller 40 and generates the driving voltage
signal with the power amplified. The head driver 25
switches whether to output the driving voltage signal to
the piezoelectric element according to image data (driving image data) input from the storage 50. Due to the
deforming of the piezoelectric element, the pressure
chamber deforms, and a change in pressure is applied
to the ink in the predetermined pattern. According to the
above, ink droplets in a desired amount are discharged
in a desired speed from the nozzle opening 27a. Here,
a plurality of voltage waveform patterns and amplitude
settings of the driving voltage are stored in the storage
50 so that the amount of discharged ink droplets can be
changed in a plurality of levels, for example three levels.
[0031] The controller 40 controls the entire operation
of the inkjet recording apparatus 100 and controls the
operation of each unit. The controller 40 includes a CPU
41 (Central Processing Unit) and a RAM 42 (Random
Access Memory).
[0032] The CPU 41 performs various calculating processes and controls operations such as conveying the recording medium in the inkjet recording apparatus 100,
supplying ink, discharging ink, and maintenance operation. The CPU 41 performs operation regarding recording
the image based on the image data, status signals and
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clock signals of each unit according to programs readout
from the storage 50.
[0033] The RAM 42 provides a memory space for work
in the CPU 41 and stores temporary data. The RAM 42
may include a nonvolatile memory and the data stored
in the nonvolatile memory and the data stored in the storage 50 are suitably assigned.
[0034] The storage 50 stores job data regarding the
image recording obtained from outside through the communication unit 60, and control programs and setting data
regarding various control operation by the controller 40.
The DRAM is mainly used for temporarily storing the job
data and its processing data, and the HDD (Hard Disk
Drive) or the nonvolatile memory is used for storing the
control program or the setting data, but the configuration
is not limited to the above. For example, the job data may
be stored in the nonvolatile memory, or the initial program
or the initial setting data can be stored in the mask ROM
which is not rewritable. The control program includes a
conversion process program 51 which converts original
image data obtained from the job data to driving image
data for each nozzle.
[0035] The data stored in the storage 50 includes tone
dot corresponding information 52, a dither matrix 53, a
dispersion arrangement matrix 54, and a range setting
table 55 which are referred when the conversion process
program 51 is performed. The dither matrix 53 and the
dispersion arrangement matrix 54 both include a positive
integer (may or may not include 0) equal to or less than
a number of array elements provided in a predetermined
pattern, one integer provided for each array element in
a predetermined number of columns. The tone dot corresponding information 52 shows a ratio of the different
discharged amounts for the number of dots of discharged
ink with respect to a tone value. The range setting table
55 is a table which corresponds the movement setting of
how to move the ink discharge setting of the ink discharge
setting position with respect to the value of the array element in the dispersion arrangement matrix 54.
[0036] The communication unit 60 is a communication
interface which controls the communication with external
devices. Examples of the communication interface include, one or a plurality of interfaces corresponding to
various communication protocols such as a LAN card.
The communication unit 60 may obtain original image
data as the target of recording from the external devices
or setting data (job data) regarding recording the image
based on the control by the controller 40. The communication unit 60 may also transmit status information to the
external devices.
[0037] The display 70 displays the status and the operation menu in the inkjet recording apparatus 100 according to a control signal from the controller 40. The
display 70 includes a display screen such as a liquid crystal display. The display 70 may include an LED used in
a notification operation.
[0038] The operation receiving unit 80 receives operation from the user and outputs the result to the controller
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40. The operation receiving unit 80 may include a touch
sensor provided overlapped with the display screen, for
example. The controller 40 associates the information
regarding the contents and the position of the menu displayed on the display screen with the information regarding the type and the position of the touch operation by
the user received by the operation receiving unit 80. The
controller 40 controls each unit of the inkjet recording
apparatus 100 to perform the process according to the
operation. The operation receiving unit 80 may include
a press button switch or numeric keys.
[0039] The bus 90 is a signal transmitting path which
electrically connects the controller 40 with the other units
and communicates the signals among each other.
[0040] Among the units described above, at least the
controller 40 is included in the image data processing
apparatus according to the present embodiment. The
storage 50, the display 70, and the operation receiving
unit 80 may be included in the image data processing
apparatus according to the present embodiment.
[0041] Next, the image recording operation in the inkjet
recording apparatus 100 is described.
[0042] Here, the original image data as the recorded
target which is obtained included in the job data is data
in which a density tone value in a multi-value (for example
256 tones) is determined for each color such as RGB or
CMYK according to a pixel position determined depending on the image resolution. The controller 40 converts
the original image data to driving data (driving image data) for each nozzle, and outputs the data to the head
driver 25. The controller 40 performs control to discharge
ink from the nozzle 27 set as the target to be driven at a
suitable timing.
[0043] According to the inkjet recording apparatus 100
of the present embodiment, when the image is recorded,
one of the following four types of ink discharge amounts
is selected for each nozzle 27 as the driving image data,
no ink discharge, small droplet discharge, medium droplet discharge in an amount larger than small droplet, and
large droplet discharge in an amount larger than medium
droplet (plurality of steps other than no discharge).
[0044] FIG. 4 is a diagram showing a change in the
discharged dot percentage with relation to the tone
shown in the tone dot corresponding information 52.
[0045] A threshold is set according to the discharged
dot percentage shown with a thick broken line Dt with
relation to the tone value. Whether the ink discharge setting is set is defined for each dot position by the dither
method according to a half tone process (dither process)
using the dither matrix 53 (first dither matrix). For the dot
position defined as there is ink discharge, only small droplet discharge as shown with the thin broken line Ds is
performed in a low tone region T1. When the tone increases as in the region T2, the ratio of the middle droplet
discharge shown with the thin solid line Dm increases in
contrast with the small droplet discharge. In the region
T3, the switch is made so that only medium droplet discharge is performed. When the tone further increases to
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the region T4, the ratio of the large droplet discharge
shown with the thick solid line Db increases compared
to middle droplet discharge. In the region T5, only the
large droplet discharge is performed.
[0046] Here, when the ink is discharged in the same
position from the nozzle 27 of the head module 210 which
discharges ink in different colors attached to a different
carriage, actually, the landing position of the ink with
these different colors slightly differ depending on the error
of the position of the carriage or the attaching position of
the head module 210 with relation to the carriage. Such
shift does not stand out in the landing region of the ink,
but at the boundary of the landing region, specifically, at
the boundary of the straight line extending in one direction, the shift occurs systematically with a certain tendency. As a result, the color is smudged and the quality of
the image decreases.
[0047] FIG. 5A to FIG. 5D are diagrams showing examples of ink discharge positions when a thin line is recorded overlapping ink in two colors.
[0048] When a thin line in a vertical direction with a
width of 2 dots is recorded, if each color of the two colors
of ink is accurately discharged according to the dot position determined in the halftone process as shown in
FIG. 5A and FIG. 5B, a thin line suitably mixing these two
colors of ink is recorded as shown in FIG. 5C.
[0049] However, if the ink discharge position of one
color of ink is relatively shifted from the ink discharge
position of the other color of ink, especially if the direction
of the shift is in the width direction of the thin line, that is,
the perpendicular direction with relation to the boundary
of the line, as shown in FIG. 5D, a range W1 in one side
of the thin line is a region in which only one color of ink
lands, and a range W2 on the other side of the thin line
is a region in which only the other color of ink lands. This
results in a smudge in the thin line. This is not limited to
a thin line, and a similar smudge may occur in the outline
of a shape. Which ink shifts relatively to which direction
may change depending on the mode and the phase of
the vibration of the conveying belt 11 or depending on
the position.
[0050] According to the inkjet recording apparatus 100,
in the image with a clear outline as described above, the
outline is slightly blurred by performing a dispersion
movement process (movement process) which disperses the ink discharge setting of the ink discharge setting
position (at least a portion of the ink discharge setting
position) to the surrounding dot position using the dispersion arrangement matrix 54 (second dither matrix) on
the halftone image of each color processed with the halftone process. With this, it is possible to suppress smudging due to the shift in the outline position among colors,
and it is possible to reduce the decrease in the image
quality. Surrounding dot position here means not only
adjacent dot positions but also includes a range of a few
dots (maximum value is determined in advance).
[0051] FIG. 6A and FIG. 6B are diagrams describing
the attribute of the dither matrix 53 and the dispersion
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arrangement matrix 54.
[0052] The controller 40 performs the halftone process
with the dither process using the dither matrix 53. The
controller 40 disperses and moves the ink discharge setting using the dispersion arrangement matrix 54 in the
direction according to the value from the original ink discharge setting position by the halftone process. The dither matrix 53 and the dispersion arrangement matrix 54
are dither matrixes with a similar numeric array characteristic but the numeric array is set separately.
[0053] The dither matrix 53 is a color noise, for example, green noise and includes frequency characteristics
showing a peak of the spectral strength (strength peak)
regarding the periodicity of the numeric array in the specific frequency range on the high frequency side. When
such dither matrix 53 is applied and a half tone process
is performed, for example, as shown in the spatial frequency characteristics in FIG. 6A (spatial length between
array elements corresponds to product of nozzle interval
dp (width direction) and time cycle of ink discharge multiplied by conveying speed (conveying direction)), the obtained halftone image is an image including spatial frequency characteristics according to the peak of the spectral strength (here, including a spectral strength peak in
a position at about 80 cycles for 1 cm). With this, it is
possible to suppress unevenness caused by white noise
and the image is converted to a halftone image with natural image quality.
[0054] The dispersion arrangement matrix 54 is determined so that the strength peak of the frequency characteristic regarding the periodicity of the numeric array
(that is, spatial frequency) is in the high frequency side
(higher frequency) than the strength peak of the frequency regarding the periodicity of the numeric array in the
dither matrix 53. The strength peak, due to its characteristic, is equal to or smaller than the frequency corresponding to the cycle doubling the dot interval in the spatial
frequency of the recorded image data. By applying the
dispersion arrangement matrix 54, the distribution of
whether to discharge ink set in the dither matrix 53 is
arranged with further detail so that the distribution in the
dispersion arrangement destination has a spectral
strength peak in the smaller spatial wavelength (higher
spatial frequency) as shown in the spatial frequency characteristics shown in FIG. 6B. That is, near the boundary
in a certain density region, the ink discharge position is
arranged in a dispersed state.
[0055] Here, the spatial frequency regarding the dither
matrix 53 and the spatial frequency regarding the dispersion arrangement matrix 54 (at least the frequency of the
strength peak) are determined with isotropy, but may include anisotropy. When including anisotropy, for each
direction component, the strength peak of the spatial frequency regarding the distribution of the dispersion arrangement destination can be determined to be in the
higher frequency side than the strength peak of the spatial frequency regarding the distribution of the ink discharge setting position in the halftone process.
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[0056] The values of the array components in the dispersion arrangement matrix 54 are classified among a
plurality of ranges dividing the range between the maximum value and the minimum value. The dispersion arrangement, that is, the setting regarding moving the position of the ink discharge setting (at least setting of movement direction) is performed according to the above classification (range). In other words, the ink discharge setting of the ink discharge setting position is set to be moved
to the dot position in the movement direction according
to the range where the value of the array component to
which the ink discharge setting position corresponds belongs in the dispersion arrangement matrix 54.
[0057] FIG. 7A to FIG. 7C are diagrams describing the
dispersion arrangement of the ink discharge setting position.
[0058] For example, when any of the values 1 to 256
is assigned to each array component in the dispersion
arrangement matrix 54, the ink discharge setting in the
ink discharge setting position is moved according to the
movement setting determined corresponding to the
range including the value of the array component corresponding to the setting showing there is ink discharge in
the dot position. As shown in the table in FIG. 7A, here,
when the value of the array component is 52 or less, the
movement of the ink discharge setting is not performed.
When the value of the array component is 53 or more
and 103 or less, the ink discharge setting is moved one
dot in the right direction, and when the value of the array
component is 104 or more and 154 or less, the ink discharge setting is moved one dot in the upward direction.
When the value of the array component is 155 or more
and 205 or less, the ink discharge setting is moved one
dot in the left direction, and when the value of the array
component is 206 or more and 256 or less, the ink discharge setting is moved one dot in the downward direction. Such movement setting (setting in the movement
direction) is stored in advance in the storage 50 as the
range setting table 55.
[0059] The setting in the range setting table 55 can be
changed. The process to change the setting (range
changing step) is called by predetermined input on the
operation receiving unit 80, for example. In this case, the
controller 40 displays the range setting table 55 on the
display 70 and the range is changed according to the
input on the operation receiving unit 80. The number of
settings in the range and the movement direction can be
increased or decreased. Alternatively, the range setting
table 55 with different settings can simply overwrite the
present table to change the setting.
[0060] The process regarding dispersion movement of
the ink discharge setting is performed in a predetermined
order on each dot position in the halftone image data.
For example, here, the process is performed in order
starting from the most top left edge dot position and advancing in the right direction. After reaching the right
edge, the process advances to the dot position in the left
edge one level below, and the process advances in the
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right direction.
[0061] When the value of the array component in the
dispersion arrangement matrix 54 corresponding to the
ink discharge setting position D1 shown in FIG. 7B is
164, the movement setting for the range including 164 is
"move left". Therefore, the ink discharge setting of the
ink discharge setting position D1 is moved for dispersion
to the position 1 dot to the left as shown with the arrow.
When the value of the array component in the dispersion
arrangement matrix 54 corresponding to the ink discharge setting position D2 is 238, the movement setting
for the range including 238 is "move down". However,
the dot position 1 dot below the ink discharge setting
position D2 has a setting as another ink discharge setting
position. When the movement destination of one ink discharge setting is already set as the movement destination
of another ink discharge setting, the movement of the
one ink discharge setting is not performed.
[0062] After the ink discharge setting of the ink discharge setting position D3 moves one in the right direction, the ink discharge setting position D4 after movement
becomes the next target of processing. However, the ink
discharge setting already moved does not become a target of processing again. That is, when one ink discharge
setting is previously moved from another ink discharge
setting position, the one ink discharge setting is not
moved.
[0063] Further, when the value of the array component
in the dispersion arrangement matrix 54 corresponding
to the ink discharge setting position D5 is 124, the movement setting for the range including 124 is "move up".
However, as shown in the original ink discharge setting
position D3, when the ink discharge setting is already
moved and the ink is not discharged in a certain dot position, the ink discharge setting is not moved to fill such
dot position again. That is, when the movement destination of one ink discharge setting is a position of a movement source of an ink discharge setting already moved
to another dot position, the one ink discharge setting is
not moved.
[0064] According to the movement limits of the ink discharge setting, there are many limits in the movement in
the direction inside the outline of a shape in which a large
amount of ink discharge settings are arranged, and relatively, the dispersion movement tends to be in the direction outside the outline. With this, the smudging of the
outline can be reduced more efficiently.
[0065] In the ink discharge setting moved from the ink
discharge setting positions D1 and D4, the ink discharge
amount is set to medium droplet. When the ink discharge
amount in the ink discharge setting in the original position
(movement source) of the ink discharge setting is not
small droplet (minimum value), the ink discharge amount
after being dispersed and moved (movement destination) can be determined at a predetermined level, for example one level reduced. That is, when the ink discharge
setting with medium droplet is dispersed and moved, the
ink discharge setting is changed to small droplet. As de-
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scribed above, by reducing the ink discharge amount regarding the ink discharge setting which is dispersed and
moved, the unclearness of the outline due to dispersion
movement can be reduced slightly.
[0066] As shown in FIG. 7C, one applied range of the
dispersion arrangement matrix 54 can be applied as a
cyclic boundary, that is, the vertical boundary continuing
and the horizontal boundary continuing. With this, when
the ink discharge setting is moved up from the ink discharge setting position D6 in the upper edge, the movement destination becomes the lower edge of the applied
range. When the ink discharge setting is moved right from
the ink discharge setting position D7 in the right edge,
the movement destination becomes the left edge of the
applied range. Similarly, when dispersed and moved
downward from the lower edge ink discharge setting position, the position is moved to the ink dispersion setting
position in the upper edge of the applied range, and when
moved to the left from the left edge ink discharge setting
position, the position is moved to the ink dispersion setting position in the right edge of the applied range. That
is, in the range of the dot position surrounding where the
ink discharge setting is dispersed and moved, a range
of about a few dots is included with the cyclic boundary
in between, and this may be a separated position in the
space. Such process is especially effective in an image
with a geometric pattern in which the same shape is repeatedly arrayed (pattern image).
[0067] FIG. 8 is a flowchart showing a control process
by the controller 40 in the driving image generating process executed in the inkjet recording apparatus 100.
[0068] The driving image generating process included
in the conversion process program 51 starts when the
image recording instruction is obtained regarding the job
data.
[0069] When the driving image generating process
starts, the controller 40 divides the original image data
included in the job data to color tone data (density tone
data) for each ink color which can be discharged from
the image recorder 20 (step S101). When the color configuration of the original image data and the ink color
which can be discharged is a combination of different
colors (for example, RGB image data and CMYK ink
color), and the division cannot be performed simply, the
controller 40 performs division by converting the original
image data to color tone value (density tone value) data
for each color according to the ink color.
[0070] The controller 40 refers to the later described
tone dot corresponding information 52 and obtains the
relation of the tone value determined in advance with
respect to the threshold and the ratio. The controller 40
sets the binarized threshold according to the tone value
for each setting region (dot region according to a certain
tone value) regarding the halftone process according to
the color tone data (multi tone data). Moreover, the controller 40 sets the ratio (setting ratio) among small droplet,
medium droplet and large droplet (ink discharge amount
in a plurality of levels) for each setting region (step S102).
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[0071] The controller 40 refers and applies the dither
matrix 53 and performs the halftone process separately
on the original image data of each color component with
the threshold set using the dither method to generate
halftone image data (step S103; first processing step).
The controller 40 compares the threshold for each dot
position on which ink is discharged and landed with the
value of each component in the dither matrix 53. When
the value of the component is equal to or more than the
threshold, the setting is set to ink is discharged. When
the value of the component is less than the threshold,
the setting is set to ink is not discharged. With this, the
setting is set showing whether ink is discharged or not.
According to the above, the original image data is converted to binary data showing whether ink is discharged
or not to each dot position. According to the set ratio
among the ink discharge amounts, the controller 40 sets
the ink discharge amount in the dot position showing that
ink is discharged to any among a plurality of levels (large
droplet, medium droplet, small droplet). With this, the data is set to four values, that is, two bit data (step S104).
The relation between the binary value and whether ink
is discharged or not and the correspondence between
the four values and the droplet size are determined separately.
[0072] The controller 40 determines whether the type
of original image (that is, the type of original image data)
needs the ink discharge setting movement process (step
S105; selection step). As described above, whether or
not the ink discharge setting movement process is necessary is determined by whether the image has a clear
outline. The image with a clear outline includes a character image and an image including shapes and repeated
patterns of such shapes. The image without a clear outline includes a scenery image and a multi tone gradation
pattern. When it is determined that the ink discharge setting movement process is necessary ("YES" in step
S105), the controller 40 calls the ink discharge setting
movement process and executes the process (step
S106). Then, the process by the controller 40 advances
to step S107. When it is determined that the ink discharge
setting movement process is not necessary ("NO" in step
S105), the process by the controller 40 advances to step
S107.
[0073] The controller 40 generates the driving image
data for the driving mechanism corresponding to each
nozzle 27 (ink discharge setting data) based on the 2 bit
data determined for each dot position (step S107). As
described above, according to the predetermined conditions, the controller 40 distributes the dot position in the
range with the plurality of nozzles 27 in the head unit 21
overlapping in the position in the width direction so that
ink can be discharged from a nozzle 27 and the driving
image data is generated. The condition regarding distribution can be any of the various conventionally wellknown conditions alone or in combination. The second
processing step according to the image data processing
method of the present embodiment includes the process
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in steps S106 and S107.
[0074] The controller 40 outputs the generated driving
image data in a unit of a predetermined number of lines
in the conveying direction (for example, one line) to the
head driver 25 at the timing according to the ink discharge
interval for the conveying speed and the conveying direction of the recording medium (step S108). Then, the
controller 40 ends the driving image generating process.
[0075] FIG. 9 is a flowchart showing a control process
of the ink discharge setting movement process called in
the driving image generating process.
[0076] When the ink discharge setting movement process is called, the controller 40 sets the dot position which
is the target of the dispersion movement process as the
initial position (step S151). As described above, the initial
position can be set to the left edge of the top of the halftone image, for example.
[0077] The controller 40 determines whether the setting shows that the ink is discharged to the target dot
(step S152). When it is determined that the setting shows
that the ink is not discharged ("NO" in step S152), the
process by the controller 40 advances to step S164.
[0078] When it is determined that the setting shows
that there is ink discharge ("YES" in step S152), the controller 40 determines whether the setting showing that
the ink is discharged is setting moved from another dot
position (step S153). When it is determined that the setting was moved from another dot position ("YES" in step
S153), the process by the controller 40 advances to step
S164.
[0079] When it is determined that the setting showing
that the ink is discharged is not a setting moved from
another dot position ("NO" in step S153), the controller
40 obtains the value of the array element in the distribution arrangement matrix 54 according to the target dot
(step S154). The controller 40 refers to the range setting
table 55, specifies the range according to the obtained
value, and obtains the movement setting corresponding
to the range (step S155).
[0080] The controller 40 determines whether the obtained movement setting is moved (step S156). When it
is determined that there is no setting showing there is
movement (setting is no move), ("NO" in step S156), the
process by the controller 40 advances to step S164.
[0081] When it is determined that the obtained movement setting shows that there is movement ("YES" in
step S156), the controller 40 specifies the dot position in
the movement destination (step S157). The controller 40
determines whether the dot position of the movement
destination is the movement source position for another
movement already set (step S158). When it is determined
that it is the movement source position for another movement ("YES" in step S158), the process by the controller
40 advances to step S164.
[0082] When it is determined that it is not the movement
source position for another movement ("NO" in step
S158), the controller 40 determines whether the movement destination position is set with the setting showing
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that there is ink discharge (step S159). Setting showing
that there is ink discharge includes the case when the
setting shows that there is ink discharge as a result of
another movement. When it is determined that there is
a setting showing that there is ink discharge ("YES" in
step S159), the process by the controller 40 advances
to step S164.
[0083] When it is determined that there is no setting
showing that the ink is discharged ("NO" in step S159),
the controller 40 determines whether the setting regarding the ink discharge for the target dot is setting showing
the minimum discharge amount (step SI60). When it is
determined that the setting is not the minimum discharge
amount ("NO" in step S160), the controller 40 decreases
the discharge amount one level (step S161). Then, the
process by the controller 40 advances to step S162.
When it is determined that the setting is the minimum
discharge amount ("YES" in step S160), the process by
the controller 40 advances to step S162.
[0084] When the process advances to step S162, the
controller 40 changes the ink discharge setting of the
movement destination to the present ink discharge setting for the target dot (that is, the setting of the discharge
amount after decreasing when the discharge amount is
decreased in the process in step S160) (step S162). The
controller 40 changes the ink discharge setting of the
target dot to no ink discharge (step S163). Then, the process by the controller 40 advances to step S164.
[0085] When the process advances from steps S152,
S153, S156, S158, S159, S163 to step S164, the controller 40 determines whether the target dot is the final
position (step S164). Here, the final position is the bottom
right edge in the halftone image data. When it is determined that it is not the final position ("NO" in step S164),
the controller 40 sets the target dot to the next position
(step S165). Then, the process by the controller 40 returns to step S152. When it is determined that it is the
final position ("YES" in step S164), the controller 40 ends
the ink discharge setting movement process and returns
the process to the driving image generating process.
[0086] FIG. 10A to FIG. 10C are diagrams showing a
modification of the range setting table 55.
[0087] As shown in FIG. 10A, as the position movement setting of the ink discharge setting, setting regarding the movement amount can be included in addition to
the movement direction. When the ink landing position
from the nozzle 27 corresponding to the head module
210 which discharges ink with a different color is shifted
at least one dot position, by setting the movement amount
according to the maximum shift amount, it is possible to
suppress smudging. In this case, the set range amount
becomes larger according to the number of movement
amounts. The size of each range does not have to be
even. Here, the example shows that the size of no move
is 56, the size of movement amount "1" is 30 in each
movement direction, and the size of movement amount
"2" is 20 in each movement direction.
[0088] As shown in FIG. 10B, a different range setting
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can be set for each color of ink. Here, a different range
is set for the ink in cyan and the ink in magenta. The ink
discharge setting position for the ink in magenta is set
so that the ink discharge setting is moved at a lower percentage compared to the ink discharge setting position
of the ink in cyan. By changing the range setting according to visibility of each ink color, it is possible to effectively
reduce the smudge due to the shift in the landing position
from standing out.
[0089] As shown in FIG. 10C, the setting of the range
in the movement direction may include anisotropy. Here,
compared to the range setting the movement in the horizontal direction, the range setting the movement in the
vertical direction is set larger. In fabrics, after the ink droplet lands, anisotropy occurs in the range of spreading
until the ink is fixed according to the texture. With this,
anisotropy occurs in the width of the smudge. That is, for
example, by selectively employing the range setting table
55 with anisotropy depending on the type of medium, it
is possible to blur the outline to effectively suppress
smudging.
[0090] As described above, according to the image data processing method of the present embodiment performed by the controller 40 of the inkjet recording apparatus 100, the image data processing method of original
image data as a target of recording by a plurality of head
units 21 which discharge ink with colors different from
each other include the following process, a first processing step which performs a halftone process on original
image data for each component (for example, CMYK
color component) with different colors and which generates halftone image data in which whether there is ink
discharge setting is defined in each dot position, and a
second processing step which generates ink discharge
setting data in which a dispersion movement process is
performed on the generated halftone image data for each
color component, the dispersion movement process being a process in which the ink discharge setting in at least
some of the ink discharge setting positions is dispersed
and moved to a surrounding dot position.
[0091] By dispersing and moving the ink discharge position after the halftone process in an image with a clear
outline, it is possible to suppress noticeable smudging
caused by the relative shift in the ink discharge position
among the head units 21. With this, it is possible to generate driving image data from which an image close to
the visual impression of the original pattern can be obtained. That is, according to the image data processing
method, it is possible to easily obtain driving image data
in which the decrease of image quality of the image recorded by the inkjet recording apparatus 100 can be suppressed. Specifically, for filled shapes with a closed outline, the ink discharge position is easily dispersed and
moved to the outside of the outline, and it is possible to
effectively decrease smudging by using the driving image
data.
[0092] Even if a low-pass filter is applied to the original
image data and the outline is blurred before performing
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the halftone process, it is not possible to avoid smudging
of the outline when the image is recorded (ink in a plurality
of colors is discharged) based on the image data. When
the halftone process is performed and then a process to
disperse the ink discharge setting position is performed,
by using the obtained driving image data, the smudging
can be suppressed more efficiently.
[0093] According to the first processing step (step
S103), the halftone process is performed by a dither
method using the dither matrix 53. According to the second processing step (steps S106, S107), the dispersion
movement process is performed using the dispersion arrangement matrix 54 and the dispersion movement direction is determined in the dispersion arrangement matrix 54 according to the value of the array element corresponding to each dot position.
[0094] Therefore, the driving image data with which
smudging can be suppressed can be generated easily
and swiftly using the above processes including two
steps.
[0095] The frequency showing the strength peak in the
frequency characteristics regarding the value array of the
dispersion arrangement matrix 54 is higher than the frequency showing the strength peak in the frequency characteristics regarding the value array of the dither matrix
53. As described above, the ink dispersion setting position by the dither matrix 53 is dispersed and moved so
as not to be concentrated. Therefore, the ink discharge
setting positions are not concentrated and suitably dispersed. With this, the smudging hardly occurs and it becomes difficult to visually confirm the unevenness in the
shape.
[0096] According to the dispersion movement process
in step S106, the range between the maximum value
(256) and the minimum value (1) in the dispersion arrangement matrix 54 is divided in a plurality of ranges,
the movement direction is set for each range, and the
movement direction of the ink discharge setting for the
dot position corresponding to the array element is determined according to the range in which the value of the
array element belongs in the dispersion arrangement matrix 54.
[0097] As described above, the movement direction is
easily determined according to one value determined in
advance. Therefore, the process is easy, and the driving
image data can be generated swiftly with a low load.
[0098] The setting regarding the plurality of ranges and
the setting regarding the movement direction according
to the plurality of ranges are stored in advance in the
storage 50 as the range setting table 55. That is, by preparing a matrix suitable for the dispersion movement
process in advance, it is possible to obtain driving image
data which reduces the smudging of the outline easily
and accurately and which suppresses the decrease of
the image quality.
[0099] According to the dispersion movement process,
the range that the dispersion arrangement matrix 54 is
applied in one time is set as the cycle boundary and the
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dot position in which the ink discharge setting is dispersed
and moved is determined.
[0100] With this, it is possible to avoid not being able
to reduce the blurring of the outline due to the dispersion
movement becoming difficult at the boundary of the range
that the dispersion arrangement matrix 54 is applied.
Specifically, in the pattern image such as a geometric
pattern in which a predetermined shape is repeatedly
positioned, unnatural movement is hardly performed
even if the cycle boundary is used, and it is possible to
easily and effectively generate driving image data in
which the smudging of the outline is reduced and the
decrease in image quality is suppressed.
[0101] According to the second processing step, the
dispersion movement of the ink discharge setting is performed in order for each dot position of the halftone image
data, and when the movement destination of one ink discharge setting is already determined as the movement
destination for another ink discharge setting, the one ink
discharge setting is not dispersed and moved. With this,
the ink discharge position is not concentrated or decreased, and it is possible to reduce the influence on the
image.
[0102] According to the second processing step, when
the movement destination of one ink discharge setting is
the movement source of the ink discharge setting moved
to another dot position, the one ink discharge setting is
not moved. With this, it is possible to prevent the image
from shifting in the same direction.
[0103] When the one ink discharge setting is already
moved from another ink discharge setting position, the
one ink discharge setting is not moved. That is, it is possible to prevent the total movement of the ink discharge
setting from exceeding the initially set maximum movement amount. With this, it is possible to avoid unintended
changes in the image.
[0104] According to the first processing step, a level
among a plurality of levels of ink discharge amounts is
set for each dot position. That is, the smudging of the
image can be suppressed similarly for driving image data
used in the inkjet recording apparatus 100 in which the
ink discharge amount can be set in a plurality of levels.
With this, it is possible to prevent images with unnatural
outlines from being recorded.
[0105] According to the second processing step, when
the ink discharge amount set for the movement source
of the ink discharge setting determined to be moved is
not the minimum value among the plurality of levels, the
ink discharge amount in the movement destination of the
ink discharge setting is set to a reduced amount. That is,
by increasing the tone of the recorded image near the
dot position regarding the moved ink discharge setting,
the unclear outline caused when suppressing the smudging is reduced, and the ink discharge outside the outline
does not stand out.
[0106] According to the image data processing method
of the present embodiment, a range changing step is
included to change the setting of the plurality of ranges
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used in the second processing step. That is, the percentage of the moved ink discharge setting and the anisotropy
can be suitably changed according to the contents of the
image, the type of image and the medium as the recorded
target. With this, the image quality can be suitably maintained while suppressing the smudging of the recorded
image.
[0107] The setting of the movement direction according to the plurality of ranges used in the second processing step includes the setting of the movement amount.
That is, according to this image data processing, the
movement can be 2 dots or more according to the size
of the smudge. Depending on the medium, that is, the
strength of the conveyor compared to the conveying
speed (movement speed) and the conveying length (cycle length) of the conveying belt 14, the smudging may
become large. Therefore, it is preferable that the movement amount can be suitably set according to the conditions. When the movement is performed in a plurality of
dots, the plurality of dots are not moved uniformly, and
the dispersion movement is performed within the range
of the plurality of dots or less. Therefore, it is possible to
obtain the image with the smudging reduced more naturally. With this, it is possible to effectively suppress the
decrease of the image quality for the recorded image in
the driving image data.
[0108] The setting of the plurality of ranges used in the
second processing step includes anisotropy.
[0109] The anisotropy may occur in the smudge due
to characteristics of the recorded image, characteristics
of the medium as the ink output target and the generating
mode of the vibration in the conveyor 10. The anisotropy
is included in the setting of the range according to the
characteristics of the smudge. Therefore, it is possible
to avoid the smudge occurring in the portion of the recorded image or the outline becoming unclear more than
necessary. It is also possible to suitably suppress decrease in the image quality.
[0110] According to the image data processing method
of the present invention, the method includes a selecting
step which selects whether to perform the second
processing step based on the type of original image data.
When an image with a vague outline such as an image
with scenery (scenery picture or scenery photograph) is
recorded, smudging of the outline hardly occurs. Compared to the effect of suppressing the smudging, the possibility of unclearness increasing becomes larger even if
the second processing step is performed. In such case,
by including the selecting step, the method can be
switched so that the second processing step is performed
only when there is a large desirable effect in performing
the second processing step. With this, it is possible to
effectively prevent the smudging in the recorded image
while reducing the bad influence.
[0111] According to the image data processing apparatus of the present embodiment, the apparatus includes
a controller 40 which performs a data process on the
original image data as the target of recording by the plu-
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rality of head units 21 which discharge ink in different
colors. The controller 40 performs the half tone process
on the original image data for each component with different colors. The controller 40 generates the halftone
image data for each color in which whether there is ink
discharge setting is defined for each dot position. The
controller 40 performs on the halftone image data generated for each color component the dispersion movement process which disperses and moves the ink discharge setting in at least some of the ink discharge setting
positions to generate ink discharge setting data.
[0112] According to such processes by the controller
40, the image data processing apparatus is able to generate the driving image data to suppress the noticeable
smudging due to the relative shift of the ink discharging
position among the head units 21 and to obtain the image
with the visible impression closer to the original pattern.
Therefore, according to the image data processing apparatus of the present embodiment, it is possible to more
easily generate the driving image data with which the
reduction of the image quality of the recorded image can
be suppressed.
[0113] According to the inkjet recording apparatus 100
of the present embodiment, the apparatus includes the
above-described image data processing apparatus and
the plurality of head units 21 which discharge ink in different colors.
[0114] According to such inkjet recording apparatus
100, it is possible to suppress blurring of the outline, and
it is possible to easily suppress the decreasing of the
image quality in the recorded image.
[0115] The present invention is not limited to the above
embodiments and various modifications are possible.
[0116] For example, according to the present embodiment, the processes such as the halftone process and
the process regarding the dispersion movement are performed using the dither matrix 53 and the dispersion arrangement matrix 54 which is a similar dither matrix. Alternatively, the halftone process can be performed by
error dispersion, and the position of the ink discharge
setting can be changed according to the random number
value obtained for each dot position.
[0117] The dispersion movement direction of the ink
discharge setting is not limited to being determined by
one value, and for example, the direction can be determined by whether the movement is performed, the movement direction, and the movement amount being different
values.
[0118] According to the above described embodiment,
the frequency of the strength peak regarding the numeric
array of the dispersion arrangement matrix 54 is higher
than the frequency of the strength peak regarding the
numeric array of the dither matrix 53, but the present
invention is not limited to the above.
[0119] According to the present embodiment, a plurality of ink discharge settings are not moved to the same
dot position, but the dispersion movement can be set so
that the ink droplet amount regarding a plurality of ink
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discharge settings are added to discharge ink in one dot
position. On the other hand, the ink discharge setting in
a medium droplet or more can be divided and moved as
small droplet discharge in a plurality of dot positions.
[0120] Alternatively, it is possible to allow ink discharge
setting from other dot positions to move to the movement
source dot position where the ink discharge setting was
moved to another dot position.
[0121] It is not necessary to be able to set the ink discharge amount from the nozzles 27 to a plurality of levels,
and the ink can be discharged from a single setting of
the ink discharge amount.
[0122] The ink discharge amount in the movement destination after the dispersion movement does not have to
be changed from the ink discharge setting in the movement source. The target dot position of the ink discharge
setting can be simply moved.
[0123] According to the above-described embodiment,
the ink discharge setting can be moved in four directions,
up, down left and right. The setting can allow movement
in diagonal directions.
[0124] According to the above-described embodiment,
the range setting table 55 is set and held in advance, but
only the setting condition of the range setting table may
be held and the range setting table may be generated
each time based on the setting condition.
[0125] A plurality of the dither matrixes 53 and the dispersion arrangement matrixes 54 may be held and selected randomly, or selected according to the type of image or the medium as the recorded target.
[0126] For example, the process of determination in
step S105 may be omitted and the ink discharge setting
movement process may always be performed for the image data process regarding the image recording on the
inkjet recording apparatus in which the purpose of use
or the type of image is limited in advance.
[0127] According to the present embodiment, the line
head is described as the example, but the apparatus can
be various inkjet recording apparatuses with a recording
head 211 (head unit 21) provided with different nozzles
for discharging different colors of ink.
[0128] The controlling operation performed by the controller 40 is not limited to software control by the CPU 41,
and may include portions performed by hardware such
as a logic circuit.
[0129] According to the present embodiment, the controller 40 of the inkjet recording apparatus 100 performs
the halftone process and the dispersion movement process, but the above processes do not have to be performed in the inkjet recording apparatus 100. The above
processes can be performed in a normal computer (PC),
and the processed data can be transmitted to the inkjet
recording apparatus 100.
[0130] The specific details such as the configuration,
the structure, the contents of processes, and steps of the
processes as described in the above embodiment can
be suitably modified without leaving the scope of the
present invention.
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[0131] Although embodiments of the present invention
have been described and illustrated in detail, the disclosed embodiments are made for purposes of illustration
and example only and not limitation. The scope of the
present invention should be interpreted by terms of the
appended claims.

the second dither matrix.
5.

The image data processing method according to
claim 4, wherein, a setting of the plurality of ranges
and a setting regarding the movement direction according to the plurality of ranges are stored and held
in advance.

6.

The image data processing method according to any
one of claims 2 to 5, wherein, in the second processing step, the dot position to which the ink discharge
setting is dispersed and moved is determined with a
range applied by the second dither matrix at one time
set as a cycle boundary.

7.

The image data processing method according to any
one of claims 1 to 6, wherein, in the second processing step, the dispersion movement is performed in
order for each dot position in the halftone image data,
and when a movement destination of one ink discharge setting is already determined as a movement
destination of another ink discharge setting, the dispersion movement for the one ink discharge setting
is not performed.

8.

The image data processing method according to any
one of claims 1 to 7, wherein, in the second processing step, the dispersion movement is performed in
order for each dot position in the halftone image data,
and when a movement destination of one ink discharge setting is a movement source of an ink discharge setting for another dot position already
moved, the dispersion movement for the one ink discharge setting is not performed.

9.

The image data processing method according to any
one of claims 1 to 8, wherein, in the second processing step, the dispersion movement is performed in
order for each dot position in the halftone image data,
and when one ink discharge setting is already moved
from another ink discharge setting position, the dispersion movement for the one ink discharge setting
is not performed.
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An image data processing method performed on
original image data as a target to be recorded by a
plurality of recording operating units (20) which discharge ink in different colors, the method comprising:
15

a first processing step which performs a half tone
process on the original image data for each component in a different color and which generates
halftone image data in which whether there is
an ink discharge setting is defined in each dot
position; and
a second processing step which generates ink
discharge setting data in which a movement
process is performed on the halftone image data
generated for each color component, the movement process being a process in which the ink
discharge setting in at least some of an ink discharge setting position is dispersed and moved
to a surrounding dot position.
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2.

3.

4.

The image data processing method according to
claim 1, wherein,
in the first processing step, the halftone process is
performed by a dither method using a first dither matrix; and
in the second processing step, the movement process is performed using a second dither matrix and a
direction of a dispersion movement is determined
according to a value of an array component corresponding to dot positions in the second dither matrix.
The image data processing method according to
claim 2, wherein a frequency showing a strength
peak in a frequency characteristic regarding a numeric array in the second dither matrix is higher than
a frequency showing a strength peak in a frequency
characteristic regarding a numeric array in the first
dither matrix.
The image data processing method according to
claim 2 or 3, wherein, in the second processing step,
a range between a maximum value and a minimum
value in the second dither matrix is divided into a
plurality of ranges, a movement direction is set for
each range, and a movement direction of the ink discharge setting for the dot position corresponding to
an array element is determined according to the
range that a value of the array element belongs in
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10. The image data processing method according to any
one of claims 1 to 9, wherein, in the first processing
step, any one among a plurality of levels of ink discharge amount is set for each dot position.
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11. The image data processing method according to
claim 10, wherein, in the second processing step,
when the ink discharge amount set for a movement
source of the ink discharge setting determined to be
dispersed and moved is not a minimum value among
the plurality of levels of the ink discharge amount,
the ink discharge amount in the movement destination of the ink discharge setting is determined to a
decreased amount.
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12. The image data processing method according to
claim 4 or 5, further comprising a range changing
step which changes setting of the plurality of ranges
used in the second processing step.
5

13. The image data processing method according to any
one of claims 4, 5, or 12, wherein a setting of a movement direction according to the plurality of ranges
used in the second processing step includes setting
a movement amount.

10

14. The image data processing method according to any
one of claims 4, 5, 12 or 13 wherein a setting of the
plurality of ranges used in the second processing
step includes anisotropy.
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15. The image data processing method according to any
one of claims 1 to 14, further comprising a selecting
step to select whether or not to perform the second
processing step based on a type of the original image
data.
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16. An image data processing apparatus comprising:
a controller (40) which performs a data process
for original image data as a target to be recorded
by a plurality of recording operating units (20)
which discharge ink in different colors,
wherein, the controller performs a half tone process on the original image data for each component in a different color to generate halftone image data for each color, the halftone image data
defining whether there is an ink discharge setting for each dot position, and
the controller generates ink discharge setting
data by performing a movement process on the
halftone image data generated for each color,
the movement process being a process in which
the ink discharge setting in at least some of an
ink discharge setting position is dispersed and
moved.
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17. An inkjet recording apparatus (100) comprising:
an image data processing apparatus according
to claim 16; and
a plurality of recording operating units which discharge a plurality of different colors of ink.
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